THE FORECAST CALLS FOR FIRE.
There are few sure things in life and fewer in hunting. But there is Knight. Knight stands alone for extraordinary performance.

Knight is unquestionably the most accurate muzzleloader on the market. Knight muzzleloaders are built the way an experienced hunter would build them, with features like a quick-release bolt system, so you can remove the bolt in the field, without tools. And, Knight takes its mantle of extraordinary performance beyond the rifle range.

Knight acts on your behalf at many state legislatures, lobbying for better muzzleloading hunting opportunities. Knight also supports the organizations that sustain the game you hunt. When you purchase a Knight gun with the NWTF or RMEF symbol on the stock, we donate a portion of the proceeds to that organization. Finally, Knight is 100% made in the United States of America. What percentage of your other hunting equipment can make that claim?
Harold Knight and his Bull Elk
This brute succumbed to the new Knight Rolling Block muzzleloader at 90 yards using a 285 grain SBT Knight bullet from Barnes with 100 grains of powder.

In 1866, the rolling block rifle was the choice of serious hunters. Now, Knight has captured that rugged design in its new KRB7 muzzleloader and enhanced it with modern day in-line technology.

- Available in .50 caliber
- Removable breech plug that accepts a 209 primer
- Green Mountain rifle barrel

Like all of our Muzzleloaders, the Knight Rolling Block features two safety mechanisms.

The Knight Rolling Block features a smooth, reliable hammer design that makes it quick and easy to load 209 primer.
KNIGHT LONG RANGE HUNTER

The 200-Yard Muzzleloader.

Long Range Hunter is the ultimate expression of extraordinary performance. It is the rifle that helps you take and make 200-yard shots responsibly. And take home the trophy you’re after. Long Range Hunter has no equal in range, power, accuracy, or styling.

- Available in .52 and .50 calibers (see pages 16 and 17 for more on .52 caliber models)
- Spiral custom-fluted* 27-inch Green Mountain rifle barrel
- Free-floating barrel improves accuracy

FROM THE AFRICAN PLAINS TO THE FROZEN TUNDRA, YOU CAN COUNT ON KNIGHT.

Mike Mattly and his Gemsbok

It was a beautiful sunny day in Namibia, Africa when Mike stalked to within 140 yards of taking a record book Kalahari Gemsbok. Mike was using his Knight Long Range Hunter with 150 grains of Triple 7 powder.

Dan Swenson and his Caribou

Cold and spitting rain for seven days didn’t make for easy hunting, but Dan harvested this Caribou in northern Quebec, Canada with his Knight Long Range Hunter. Dan used the Knight Polymer Tipped Bullet from Barnes with 150 grains of Triple 7 powder.
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**One gun. Any game.**

Extreme is the choice of the one-gun hunter. It's versatile and performs dependably in any hunting situation you can imagine. And if you can't. It shoots well at longer ranges and its quick release bolt makes field maintenance simple.

- Available in .52 or .50 caliber (see pages 16 and 17 for more on .52 caliber models)
- Wide variety of stock options
- Quality Green Mountain Rifle barrel in a variety of options
- Quick release bolt removes without tools

**Extreme Specifications**

- Ignition: 209 Full Plastic Jacket™ and 209 bare primer
- Calibers: .52 or .50 (see pg. 16 for .52 caliber models)
- Twist Rate: .52: 1:26”, .50: 1:28”
- Barrel: 26”, .52 stainless, .50 blued or stainless
- Overall Length: 45”
- Weight: 7 lbs 14 oz.
- Sights: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
- Trigger: Adjustable (creep and pull weight)
- Stock: Composite or laminate wood, checkered, recoil pad, sling swivel studs
- Length of Pull: 14-1/2”

**Knights Extreme is the choice of the one-gun hunter. It’s versatile and performs dependably in any hunting situation you can imagine. And if you can’t.**

One gun. Any game.

Extreme is the choice of the one-gun hunter. It’s versatile and performs dependably in any hunting situation you can imagine. And if you can’t. It shoots well at longer ranges and its quick release bolt makes field maintenance simple.

- Available in .52 or .50 caliber (see pages 16 and 17 for more on .52 caliber models)
- Wide variety of stock options
- Quality Green Mountain Rifle barrel in a variety of options
- Quick release bolt removes without tools

**Extreme Specifications**

- Ignition: 209 Full Plastic Jacket™ and 209 bare primer
- Calibers: .52 or .50 (see pg. 16 for .52 caliber models)
- Twist Rate: .52: 1:26”, .50: 1:28”
- Barrel: 26”, .52 stainless, .50 blued or stainless
- Overall Length: 45”
- Weight: 7 lbs 14 oz.
- Sights: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
- Trigger: Adjustable (creep and pull weight)
- Stock: Composite or laminate wood, checkered, recoil pad, sling swivel studs
- Length of Pull: 14-1/2”

**Joe Byers and his Red Stag**

Without a doubt, New Zealand is one of the most beautiful places in the world, but on this particular hunt it was raining and sleet ing every day. Bad weather didn’t stop Joe from harvesting a beautiful Red Stag with his Knight Extreme at 150 yards!
Phili was hunting the early “velvet” season in Nebraska when this trophy buck was taken with his Knight Vision at 150 yards! Phil used the new Knight PBT bullet from Barnes with 150 grains of Triple 7 powder.

The Vision is proof of Knight’s dedication to the advancement of the sport. This groundbreaking design is simple, extremely practical in the field, and streamlines the look of the modern muzzleloader. Plus, it protects the receiver from weather.

- Hammerless feature minimizes blow-back and keeps the action cleaner
- Smooth break-action design
- Easy to remove fired primer-tip-off extractor for Full Plastic Jacket™ only
- Quick detachable trigger disassembles in seconds for easy cleaning
- Quality Green Mountain rifle barrel
- Cross bolt safety

The Knight Vision features a smooth break-open design that makes it quick and easy to load 209 primer, and breech plug removal for cleaning.

Each Knight Vision comes with two breech plug options, one that utilizes the patented Full Plastic Jacket™ and one that holds a plain 209 primer.

The detachable trigger removes easily for cleaning.

 CONDITIONS ARE TOUGH. LUCKILY, SO IS YOUR KNIGHT.

**Muzzleloading takes another leap forward.**

The Vision Specifications
- Ignition: 209 Full Plastic Jacket™ and 209 bare primer
- Calibers: .50
- Twist Rate: 1:28"
- Barrel: Blued, stainless or camo
- Overall Length: 45”
- Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz.
- Sights: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
- Trigger: Non-adjustable
- Stock: Composite, checkered, recoil pad, sling swivel studs
- Length of Pull: 14-1/2”
.50 caliber clout in a reliable lever-action design.

The Revolution II was introduced last year, but the design is still ahead of its time. Its weather-tight action is all up top—for easier primer loading and faster follow-up shots. Whether you’re ambushing bean field whitetails or stalking Alaskan moose, this rifle puts them in the photo album.

- Innovative breech plug design minimizes blowback
- Lever action makes loading fast and closes weather-tight
- Three stock options
- Quick detachable action disassembles without tools in seconds
- Quality Green Mountain rifle barrel
- Drilled and tapped for scope mounting

SUCCESSFUL HUNTS START WITH CONFIDENCE. THAT’S WHY YOU PACK IN A KNIGHT.

Dick Scorzafava and his Black Bear

This monster bear was taken in northern Manitoba and measured 7-feet, 8-inches nose to tail, and weighed in at over 600 pounds! Dick used the Knight Revolution II with the new Knight Polymer Tip Bullet from Barnes® with 150 grains of Triple 7 powder.

Revolution II Specifications

- Ignition: 209 Full Plastic Jacket™ and 209 bare primer
- Caliber: .50
- Twist Rate: 1:28”
- Barrel: 27”, blued, stainless or camo
- Overall Length: 43-1/4”
- Weight: 8 lbs. 4 oz.
- Sightset: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
- Trigger: Non-adjustable
- Stocks: Laminate wood, black or camo composite, checkered, recoil pad, sling swivel studs
- Length of Pull: 13-3/4”

Each Knight Revolution II comes with two breech plug options, one that utilizes the patented Full Plastic Jacket™ and one that holds a plain 209 primer.
Knight Bighorn

Muzzleloading laws vary from state to state. But the Knight Bighorn is legal everywhere. It’s capable of using a variety of ignition systems (included with purchase), and with simple modification it complies with any hunting regulation. Bighorn ignition systems can use a 209 primer, a #11 percussion cap, or a musket cap. It’s the firearm of choice for hunters who love to travel.

- Available in .52 or .50 caliber
- Three rifle ignition systems included with purchase
- Proven, reliable cocking mechanism
- 26” Green Mountain rifle barrel is ideal length for any game
- Variety of stock options

Knight Bighorn and his Buck

Early muzzleloader season started out cool and damp, but quickly turned hot for Blake. He harvested this gorgeous 150” buck with his Knight Bighorn at 60 yards using a 285 grain SBT bullet from Knight with 110 grains of Triple 7 powder.

Each Knight Bighorn comes with 3 breech plug options, so you can use 209 Full Plastic Jacket™, plain 209 primer, or a 3rd breech plug for musket cap or #11 percussion cap.

Knight Bighorn conquers mountains of bureaucracy.

YOU HUNT WITH KNIGHT BECAUSE YOU NEED TO BE JUST AS TOUGH AS HE IS.
The buck, the bear, and the bull stop here.

Fifty-four caliber muzzleloaders may be larger, but our Knight .52s are more powerful, especially at extended ranges. Knight .52s use a PowerStem Breech Plug which ignites loose powder columns further forward in the barrel. That increases velocity by 11 percent! At 200 yards, a bullet fired from a Knight .52 caliber has 2 inches less drop than a .50 caliber, and delivers twice the downrange energy.

- .52 caliber rifles are available in Knight Long Range Hunter, Extreme, and Bighorn
- .52 caliber rifles come with 3 breech plugs, a PowerStem—installed, a conventional breech plug for use with a Full Plastic jacket and a conventional breech plug for use with a plain 209 primer (pelletized powder shooters must install conventional breech plugs)
- Testing proves that 150 grains of Triple 7 ffg loose powder yields higher velocities than 150 grains of pelletized powder
- Knight sabots, with thinner petals, release from the barrel faster, increasing accuracy
- Recoil increase is negligible despite increased velocity. Uniform acceleration yields smoother recoil

Ballistic Comparison 150 grains — Triple 7 ffg loose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range (yards)</th>
<th>Impact (inches)</th>
<th>Velocity (ft./sec.)</th>
<th>Energy (ft./lbs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>3127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>2719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>2249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>-3.68</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>2040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-10.97</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>1765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knight Extreme
DE726N .52 Caliber
Stainless Steel/Next G-1 Green Camo

Knight Long Range Hunter
LRH727TF .52 Caliber
Stainless Steel/Forest Green Laminate Thumbhole

Knight Bighorn
BH726TC .52 Caliber
Stainless Steel/Composite Thumbhole

When you’re knee deep in it, your Knight won’t let you down.

-ballistic comparison table

*52 Model Specifications*
Ignition: 209 Full Plastic jacket and bare primer (Bighorn also has #11 and musket cap systems)
Twist Rate: 1:26
Barrel: Stainless
Sights: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
Stock: Varies by model
Trigger: Adjustable
Length of Pull: 14-1/2
The Wolverine 209 pays you back from the moment you purchase it. It comes value-packed with muzzleloading essentials—shooting and cleaning products, sabot, bullets, an instructional video, and more. It carries the same Full Plastic Jacket™ ignition technology as our higher-end rifles, so it’s extremely reliable in the field no matter what the weather. The Wolverine 209 is also shorter from butt to trigger, so young shooters have an easier time embracing the sport.

The Knight Wolverine 209 Youth Value Pack comes complete with the following items that you will need to get started in muzzleloading:
- .50 caliber Wolverine 209 Youth Muzzleloader
- Cleaning Jag & Extension
- Combo Tool & Allen Wrench
- Cleaning Patches (50)
- Knight Oil
- Knight Bullets & Sabots (20)
- Muzzleloading Video
- .50 caliber Wolverine 209 Youth Muzzleloader
- Fiber-Lite® Speed Shells
- Capper/Decapper
- Fiber-Lite® Powder Measure
- Breech Plug Grease
- Knight Bullets & Sabots (20)
- Muzzleloading Video

Exceptional value today, and every day you fire it.

The Wolverine 209 pays you back from the moment you purchase it. It comes value-packed with muzzleloading essentials—shooting and cleaning products, sabot, bullets, an instructional video, and more. It carries the same Full Plastic Jacket™ ignition technology as our higher-end rifles, so it’s extremely reliable in the field no matter what the weather. The Wolverine 209 is also shorter from butt to trigger, so young shooters have an easier time embracing the sport.

Austin Peterson and his First Whitetail Buck
It was almost dark when Austin put the cross hairs on this magnificent buck, and dropped it dead in its tracks at 80 yards! Austin was shooting a Wolverine 209 using a 285 grain bullet with 100 grains of Triple 7 pellets.

Wolverine 209 Specifications
Ignition: 209 Full Plastic Jacket
Caliber: .50
Twist Rate: 1:28"
Barrel: 22”, Blued
Overall Length: 41"
Weight: 7 lbs.
Sights: Fully adjustable, metallic fiber-optic
Trigger: Adjustable (creep, pull weight)
Stock: Composite, checkered, recoil pad, sling swivel studs
Length of Pull: 12-1/2"
CALL HIM IN.
THEN CALL ON YOUR KNIGHT.

Built to take on the ultimate challenge in turkey hunting.

Could it get any better than bagging a big tom with a muzzleloader? The TK2000 can help you tell that story. In fact, it delivers one shot accuracy unrivaled by any other shotgun—including your other centerfire shotguns. TK2000’s barrel has a patented jug-choke design that allows the shot to expand before directing it through the choke tube. It produces unequaled pattern concentration—85% shot density in a 30-inch circle at 40 yards!

- Weather-tight ignition and 209 bare primer options
- Industry-leading choke design
- Proven, reliable action
- A variety of camo patterns
- Two stock options

Test pattern results from the TK2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Yardage</th>
<th>Number of shot in a 30&quot; diameter</th>
<th>Percentage of shot in a 30&quot; diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 yards</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 yards</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 yards</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knight’s patented jug-choke design allows the shot to expand, and then directs the shot into the choke tube for unequaled pattern concentration.

Richard Tharp and his Gould’s

It was a clear, but windy day on April 25 when Richard harvested this Gould’s Turkey with his TK2000 shotgun down in Chihuahua, Mexico. Richard was using #4 shot with 110 grains of loose powder when he shot this record book Gould’s at 30 yards.
Not divided. Will hold 3 pellets and a sabot/bullet projectile in the other. Will hold 3 Triple 7 pellets. Holds loose powder or 3 pellets for .52 caliber with loose powder and bullet. 80 solid brass, eliminates the waste of excess powder in three steps: place measure inside unique spout on flask, push button and shake, release button. Adjustable from 30 to 150 grains.

Designed to protect the palm of your hand while serving as a ramrod assist handle, a bullet starter, and a cleaning rod extension. Thread size of 10-32 on both ends.

The complete load Speed Shell holds a powder charge in one end and a sabot/bullet projectile in the other. Will hold 3 T riple 7 pellets.

NOTE: Use loose powder only - do not use with pellets.
SIGHTING ACCESSORIES

One Piece Metal Front Fiber Optic Replacements
MFG #900175 Green
Fits all Knight Rifles.

Williams Metal Sight Set Fiber Optic
MFG #900179
Green Front/Red Rear Sight
High visibility sight beads and blades are ideal for shooting in low light conditions. Light gathering elements improve low light sighting. Fits all Knight Rifles.

Scope Mounts See-Thru
MFG #900790 Blued
Fits all current Knight Rifles with rounded receivers.

Weaver Style Ring & Base Sets
MFG #900775 Blued
Fits all current Knight rifles.
MFG #900776 Silver
Fits all current Knight rifles (with rounded receivers).

Scope Base One Piece
MFG #900732 Blued
Fits Knight Vision.

Scope Base and Rings Combo
MFG #900777 Blued
Fits Knight Vision.

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

Redfield Ring & Base Sets
MFG #900730 Blued
Fits all current Knight rifles.
MFG #900731 Silver
Fits all current Knight rifles (with rounded receivers).

Cleaning Patches
MFG #900099 100 Pack
MFG #900100 300 Pack
Dry cleaning patches are perfect for pre-shooting preparation and regular cleaning and maintenance.

Patch Puller
MFG #900098
Remove lodged patches without disassembly. 10-32 threads.

Cleaning Tool
MFG #900130 9.5" fits LK, MK, USAK, BK
MFG #900134 9.5" Hex head, fits DISC, W209, BH, TBLT
Allows for easy removal of the nipple and breech plug for cleaning. 9.5" Combo Tool is ideal for scoped rifles.

Knight® EZ Clean, 8 oz.
MFG #900115
The quick and simple way to clean any muzzleloading firearm. Great for swabbing between shots.

Cleaning Pack
MFG #900883 .45 caliber
MFG #900881 .50 caliber
Includes 1 bore brush mop, 1 brass bore brush, 50 cleaning patches, 1 tube of breech plug grease, 1 bottle of Knight Oil with rust inhibitor, 1 bottle of Knight Solvent Concentrate. 10-32 threads.

Cleaning Brush Set
MFG #900090 .45 caliber
Includes 5 fiber brushes and 1 brass brush for cleaning the threads of the breech plug, breech plug hole, face of the breech plug, receiver threads, hammer face, and bore. 10-32 threads.

Cleaning Jag/Extension
MFG #900026 .45 caliber
1/4 ounce tube.

Cotton Bore Swabs, 3 Pack
MFG #900089

Cleaning Patches with Solvent
Mage #900125
Knight® Oil-Saturated Patches, 100 Pack
MFG #900125
Cleaning patches are saturated with solution for quick and easy cleaning.

Bore Brush, Brass
MFG #900073 .45 caliber
MFG #900009 .50 caliber
MFG #900087 .52 caliber
Designed to fit your ramrod, the brass bore brush breaks up black powder residue from the bore. 10-32 threads.

Knight® Oil, with Rust Inhibitor, Aerosol
MFG #901214 (No air freight shipment)

Solvent Concentrate, 4 oz.
MFG #901250

Solvent Concentrate, 10 oz. Foaming, Aerosol
MFG #901256 (No air freight shipment)
Foam removes residue and penetrates hard-to-reach areas.

Knight® Oil, with Rust Inhibitor, Aerosol
MFG #901260
Concentrated cleaning formula removes black powder residue.

Knight® Oil with Rust Inhibitor, 4 oz.
MFG #901210

Solvent Concentrate, 1 Quart
MFG #901260
Concentrated cleaning formula removes black powder residue.

Knights® Patches with EZ Clean, 100 Patches
MFG #901255
Cleaning patches are saturated with solution for quick and easy cleaning.

Solid brass cleaning jag and extension wipes the bore between shots to ensure a thorough cleaning. 10-32 threads.
Forest Green
Forest Green
Charcoal
Blue
Red
Light Pink
Ash
Dark Green
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MFG #090107 W209, BH, Black, Thumbhole Stock
MFG #090106 DISC Ex, Black, Thumbhole Stock
MFG #700320 Low Profile Black or Red
MFG #700318 Black with camo

P added, with Knight logo.
MFG #900156 Rifle Case
With Knight logo.
MFG #900166 Rifle Sling

This kit includes: bullets, speed patches, breech plug grease, ball cleaning brushes.

MFG #901602 .52 caliber
Knight® Starter Kit

MFG #900112 Nylon Shotgun Brush

MFG #700430XXL 700440XXL 700410XXL
MFG #700430XL 700440XL 700410XL
MFG #700430L 700440L 700410L
MFG #700430S 700440S 700410S

MFG #700710XXL - XXLarge
MFG #700710XL - XLarge
MFG #700710L - Large
MFG #700710M - Medium
MFG #700710S - Small

Green/Blue
Stonewash Long Sleeve Tee

MFG #700700XXL - XXLarge
MFG #700700XL - XLarge
MFG #700700L - Large
MFG #700700M - Medium
MFG #700700S - Small

Black/Red/Dark Green
Women’s: Light Pink/Purple

MFG #700750XXL - XXLarge
MFG #700750XL - XLarge
MFG #700750L - Large
MFG #700750M - Medium
MFG #700750S - Small

Black/Red

MFG #700770XL - XLarge
MFG #700770L - Large
MFG #700770M - Medium
MFG #700770S - Small

Women’s: Orange/Black/Forest Green/Ash

MFG #700760XL - XLarge
MFG #700760M - Medium
MFG #700760S - Small

Men’s: Orange/Black/Forest Green/Ash

MFG #700780XXL - XXLarge
MFG #700780XL - XLarge
MFG #700780L - Large
MFG #700780M - Medium
MFG #700780S - Small

Carlinne Red
Carlinne Green

Grey

Solemash Long Sleeve Tee

MFG #700105SS Small
MFG #700105SM Medium
MFG #700105ML Large
MFG #700105XL Extra Large

Red Hot Magnum Lead Shot
MFG #900614 #4 shot
MFG #900615 #5 shot
MFG #900616 #6 shot

MFG #700011 Black with camo
MFG #700022 Low Profile Black or Red

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

Shot Wads with Overshot Wads
MFG #900145 20 pack
Each pack has 20 3-1/2 inch shot wads with overshot wads.

Nylon Shotgun Brush
MFG #900112 10-32 threads.

A superior line-up of muzzleloading accessories
Quality loading, shooting and cleaning accessories are critical to achieve maximum accuracy, dependability and protection. If you're serious about muzzleloading, insist on Knight's superior products.

To get your Knight Muzzleloader accessories and nearest dealer location, visit our website at www.knightrifles.com or call (641) 856-2626 ext. 143 Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. CST
Knight® In-line Muzzleloaders is proud to be affiliated with these fine associations: